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SolarFast™ Bulk Sizes Now Available:
Dye, Wash, Thickener and Film!
Healdsburg, CA (June 19, 2014) -- We're cranking up the volume: SolarFast is bigger than ever! For
committed artists, production studios, teachers, professionals, enthusiasts or anyone printing in high
volume, Jacquard is now offering SolarFast dyes, Wash, Thickener and Film in bulk sizes. Want to
go big? Now you can! Once an artist tries a product and decides to continue using it in their work,
they will want to find a source for higher volume. We are proud to provide more options and better
economy to our customers with these bulk sizes. In fact, all Jacquard products are now available in
bulk sizes. Call 800-442-0455 for our complete bulk price list.
SolarFast dyes (all 14 colors) - Bulk Sizes
8 fl oz/.24 L (Item JSD2) - MSRP $14.99
32 fl oz/.94 L (Item JSD4) - MSRP $36.99
1 gal/3.78 L (Item JSD5) - MSRP $109.99
Light-developed dyes for paper and fabric.
SolarFast Wash - Bulk Sizes
8 fl oz/.24 L (Item JSD2902) - MRSP $11.49
32 fl oz/.94 L (Item JSD4902) - MSRP $28.99
1 gal/3.78 L (Item JSD5902) - MSRP $87.99
Removes undeveloped dye from prints and reduces
the risk of back staining during washing.
SolarFast Thickener - Bulk Sizes
8 fl oz/.24 L (Item JSD2901) - MRSP $14.99
32 fl oz/.94 L (Item JSD4901) - MSRP $36.99
1 gal/3.78 L (Item JSD5901) - MSRP $109.99
Used to increase the viscosity of SolarFast Dyes
for screen printing applications.
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SolarFast Film - Bulk Size
100 Sheet Pack, 8-1/2" x 11" / 216 mm x 279 mm
(Item JSD100B) - MRSP $99.99
Used to create photographic negatives for SolarFast printing and
film positives for screen printing applications.
Are you a retailer? Then why not buy the film in bulk and sell it to
your customers by the sheet? That's better economy for everyone!
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SolarFast sunlight-developed dyes are used to create
photograms, continuous tone photographs and sun prints on
paper and natural fabrics. SolarFast is also great for painting, tie
dyeing, screen printing, stamping, batik and more. No heat
setting, chemical or steam fixing necessary!
About Jacquard Products
Rupert, Gibbon & Spider, Inc., manufacturers of Jacquard Products, has been producing highquality textile art supplies for over 30 years. Jacquard's product lines include: fabric paints, dyes,
screen inks, pigment powders, fabric art markers, chemicals, waxes and superior-quality craft kits.
All of Jacquard Products' dyes and paints are made in the U.S.A.

For more information, visit www.jacquardproducts.com or call Customer Service at 1-800-442-0455.
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